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Week 36 Program Guide 
Sunday, 28 August 2022 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 
Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics 
and the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 
Ease into your Sunday with an intelligent and engaging mix of news, updated 
information, in-depth analysis, interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna 
Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 
Spend your Sunday morning on the couch with the Insiders panel, as Walkley Award-
winning journalist David Speers brings his inimitable interview style and forensic 
analysis to Australia's most popular political affairs show. 

  

10:00am Offsiders 

(CC) 
Kelli Underwood and the panel discuss the first round of the expanded 18-team AFLW 
season, while the Top 8 AFL Mens team take a week off ahead of the Finals. Plus the 
second-last round of the NRL season and the week in sport. 

  

10:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's main international news, as reported by ABC 

News correspondents deployed in Bangkok, Beirut, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jerusalem, 

London, New Delhi, Port Moresby, Taipei, Tokyo and Washington. 

  

11:00am Compass: Archie Roach 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 
Australian singer-songwriter Archie Roach talks about his journey of survival and 
transformation. 

  

11:30am Songs of Praise: Kew Gardens 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Alan Titchmarsh joins Aled Jones in Kew Gardens to talk about his faith and to reflect 

on finding God in nature. With a wonderful performance by Sir Bryn Terfel for St 

David's Day. 
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12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Landline 

(CC) 
Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 
agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 
heartland. 

  

1:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team 
as they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most 
inspiring gardens from across the country. 

  

2:30pm Muster Dogs 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G)Final 
The puppies are now one year old and have all gathered with their owners to 
complete their final 12-month assessment. One pup shines brighter than the pack and 
is rightfully crowned Champion Muster Dog! (Final) 

  

3:30pm Rick Stein's Road to Mexico: Oaxaca to Chinatlan Mountains 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Rick's travels take him to Mexico's food paradise where he discovers locals still dress 
in traditional costume, Mexico's national cheese, vanilla growing wild and cacao 
orchards harvested for chocolate. 

  

4:30pm Win The Week 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
The news quiz where you can betray your way to the top, returns! Host Alex Lee along 
with regular panellist Craig Reucassel, pair celebrities with regular Aussies as they 
battle their way through current news stories. 

  

5:00pm Art Works 

(CC,Repeat) 
Hosted by Namila Benson, Art Works is the ABC's weekly half-hour arts show sharing 
the most inspiring, surprising, and formative ways that Australian creatives are telling 
our stories today. 

  

5:30pm Antiques Roadshow: Entertainment Special 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 
As part of its 40th anniversary series, Antiques Roadshow arrives on the set of 
EastEnders for a special episode celebrating the history of film, music, theatre and 
television. 
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6:30pm Compass: The Silent World of Barry Priori: Signing Not waving 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
Imagine being born profoundly deaf into an Italian migrant family without any means 
to communicate with them. Barry Priori takes us on a journey into the Deaf world 
from the 1950s to the present day.  

  

7:00pm ABC News Sunday 
(CC) 

  

7:40pm Spicks And Specks 

(CC,PG) 
Montaigne & Luke McGregor play keepy-uppy, Steph Tisdell discusses her allergy to 
band-aids, Zan Rowe gives fashion advice to a superstar & Khan Ong tells us how to 
eat a spaghetti sandwich. Yep. It's a music quiz show. 

  

8:30pm Vera: The Way The Wind Blows 

(CC,AD,PG)Final 
DCI Vera Stanhope is called out to the banks of the River Tyne where the body of a 
young woman has been washed up. We uncover a web of intrigue, betrayal and lost 
promises as she has to unravel the victim's complicated life.  

  

10:00pm The War Of The Worlds 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence)Final 
Amy plumbs the depths of her memory looking for the key to resist the Martian 
terror. (Final) 

  

11:00pm The Capture 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 
The stakes intensify for Shaun Emery when he comes face to face with the inscrutable 
and mysterious Frank Napier. Meanwhile Carey's investigation appears to have hit 
rock bottom.  

  

12:00am Come Home 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Sex Scenes, Violence) 
Marie meets an Internet date Jack, to whom she lies about having children, and enjoys 
a day out with work colleague Lucy. 

  

12:55am Vanity Fair: Miss Sharp in the Presence of the Enemy 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
In a world where everyone is striving for what is not worth having, no one is more 
determined to climb to the heights of English society than Miss Rebecca Sharp. 

  

1:45am Vanity Fair: Miss Sharp Begins to Make Friends 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Becky Sharp charms her way through darkest Hampshire, making friends with nearly 
everyone in her new family. 
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2:35am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 
  
4:00am Classic Countdown: 1987 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 
After 563 episodes and hundreds of performances, Countdown ended in 1987. 
Narrator Paul Stewart looks back at the end of an era with performances by Painters 
and Dockers, Hoodoo Gurus, Paul Kelly and Crowded House. (Final) 

  

5:00am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 
Spend your Sunday morning on the couch with the Insiders panel, as Walkley Award-
winning journalist David Speers brings his inimitable interview style and forensic 
analysis to Australia's most popular political affairs show. 
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Monday, 29 August 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 
10:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 
(CC) 

1:00pm Rosehaven 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
1:25pm Vera 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Think Tank 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:25pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 
A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 
Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 
panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm Back Roads: King Island, TAS 

(CC,AD,G)Final 
Heather Ewart heads to King Island, in Bass Strait half-way between Tasmania and 
Victoria. A place famous for cheese, seafood and the treacherous Roaring 40's winds, she 
finds out why many who've left are coming back. (Final) 
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8:30pm Four Corners 

(CC) 
The longest running show on Australian TV, this award-winning current affairs 
documentary series is a powerhouse of investigative journalism - fearless and forensic, 
holding power to account through six decades and counting. 

  

9:20pm Media Watch 

(CC,PG) 
Paul Barry turns the spotlight onto those who 'make the news': the reporters, online 
editors, producers, camera operators and photographers, plus PR consultants, media 
agencies, spin-doctors, lobbyists and social influencers. 

  

9:35pm China Tonight 

(CC) 
Stan Grant and Yvonne Yong deliver a fresh look at news and current affairs from inside 
China. We dig beneath the headlines bringing more depth and complexity to the stories 
making it big in the world's most populous country. 

  

10:05pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of today's top stories and 
the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's happening in 
the cities and suburbs, regions and rural Australia. 

  

10:20pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

10:40pm Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 
The show that holds newsmakers and our leaders to account. Host Stan Grant brings you 
lively debate and unpredictable moments as we put questions from the audience to get 
you the answers you need. 

  

11:45pm Vera: The Way The Wind Blows 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG)Final 
DCI Vera Stanhope is called out to the banks of the River Tyne where the body of a young 
woman has been washed up. We uncover a web of intrigue, betrayal and lost promises 
as she has to unravel the victim's complicated life.  

  

1:15am Vanity Fair: A Quarrel About an Heiress 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Becky lives with rich Aunt Matilda and her future is looking bright. But as war clouds 
gather, everyone's fortunes take a tumble. 
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2:00am Vanity Fair: In Which Becky Joins her Regiment 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
On the eve of the battle, Becky makes a triumphant entrance into high society and finds 
a new use for old friends. 

  

2:50am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 
  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Tuesday, 30 August 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

10:30am China Tonight 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Australia's Favourite Tree 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm The War Of The Worlds 
(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence)Final 

1:55pm The Durrells 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:55pm Anh's Brush With Fame 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:25pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Great Southern Landscapes 

(CC,G) 

Art lover Rachel Griffiths travels to Tower Hill in country Victoria to find the exact spot 

where Eugene Von Guerard painted his legacy painting of 1855. 

  

8:30pm 

 

*New Series  

Premiere* 

Old People's Home For Teenagers 

(CC,AD,G) 

In Old People's Home for Teenagers, narrated by Annabel Crabb, we see if the power of 

an intergenerational program can also transform the lives of our most vulnerable young 

Australians - teenagers. 

  

9:35pm Science Of Drugs With Richard Roxburgh: The Stimulants 

(CC,MA,Drug Use) 
We look at the different effects of caffeine, cocaine and methamphetamine. Two-time 
world surfing champion Tom Carroll opens up about his own battle with addiction and 
how he got clean. 

  

10:30pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of today's top stories and 

the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's happening in 

the cities and suburbs, regions and rural Australia. 

  

10:45pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

11:05pm Four Corners 

(CC,Repeat) 

The longest running show on Australian TV, this award-winning current affairs 

documentary series is a powerhouse of investigative journalism - fearless and forensic, 

holding power to account through six decades and counting. 

  

11:50pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Paul Barry turns the spotlight onto those who 'make the news': the reporters, online 
editors, producers, camera operators and photographers, plus PR consultants, media 
agencies, spin-doctors, lobbyists and social influencers. 

  

12:05am The Capture 

(CC,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 

The stakes intensify for Shaun Emery when he comes face to face with the inscrutable 

and mysterious Frank Napier. Meanwhile Carey's investigation appears to have hit rock 

bottom.  
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1:05am Vanity Fair: In Which Battles are Won and Lost 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Violence) 
As the Battle of Waterloo begins, Becky decides the war isn't so bad, so long as there's 
money to be made. 

  

1:55am The Durrells 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Writer Henry Miller visits Larry on Corfu and Sven is under scrutiny from the police for 
being gay.Leslie is forced to arrest him causing conflict in the Durrell house. 

  

2:45am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Wednesday, 31 August 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Four Corners 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

11:00am David Attenborough's Conquest Of The Skies 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC) 

1:40pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm The Durrells 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:25pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm Win The Week 

(CC,PG) 
The news quiz where you can betray your way to the top, returns! Host Alex Lee along 
with regular panellist Craig Reucassel, pair celebrities with regular Aussies as they 
battle their way through current news stories. 
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8:30pm Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL 

(CC,M) 
The Mad as Hell team take a boy home to his planet and come across a space 
lighthouse. The boy gets angry when they tell him they don't have enough fuel to get 
him home. They apologise and leave.  

  

9:00pm 

 

*Brand New  

Series Premiere* 

Summer Love: Jules & Tom and Jonah & Steph 

(CC,AD) 

On their annual beach holiday together, two couples discover that their friendship has 

reached its expiry date. 

  

9:30pm Adam Hills: The Last Leg 

(CC,Repeat) 
Adam Hills, Josh Widdicombe and Alex Brooker return for a new season, offering a 
comic review of the significant moments of the past week. 

  

10:15pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of today's top stories 
and the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's 
happening in the cities and suburbs, regions and rural Australia. 

  

10:30pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  

10:45pm Spicks And Specks 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Montaigne & Luke McGregor play keepy-uppy, Steph Tisdell discusses her allergy to 
band-aids, Zan Rowe gives fashion advice to a superstar & Khan Ong tells us how to 
eat a spaghetti sandwich. Yep. It's a music quiz show. 

  

11:35pm Baptiste 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence) 
Julien and Zsofia track down the tattooed man but he gives little away. Things escalate 
when the police receive a hostage video, and Emma takes drastic action for her family. 

  

12:35am Midsomer Murders: Till Death Do Us Part 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 
Barnaby is less than impressed when Sarah drags him to a family friend's wedding. But 
things go from bad to worse when tragedy strikes and Barnaby is called into action to 
catch a murderer with a penchant for local brides. 

  

2:05am The Durrells 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Leslie and Margo have news about their relationships, and as Louisa and Spiro grow 
closer, a circus comes to town. 
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2:50am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 
  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Thursday, 1 September 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

10:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Rick Stein's Road to Mexico 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Win The Week 
(CC,Repeat) 

1:30pm Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL 

(CC,Repeat) 

2:00pm The Durrells 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:55pm Anh's Brush With Fame 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:25pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird 

lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed panel plus 

revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

6:55pm Sammy J 

(CC,PG) 

Biting, bite-sized comedy as Sammy J and his team of troublemakers tackle the news of the 

week. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 
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7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 

Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm Foreign Correspondent 

(CC) 

Australia's window on the world - bringing you in-depth, on-the-ground reporting to help 

understand what's happening and why. Plus compelling storytelling that reveals the 

intimate human stories behind global events. 

  

8:30pm Q+A 

(CC) 

The show that holds newsmakers and our leaders to account. Host Stan Grant brings you 

lively debate and unpredictable moments as we put questions from the audience to get you 

the answers you need. 

  

9:35pm TBA 
 
 

  

10:05pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of today's top stories and the 

latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's happening in the 

cities and suburbs, regions and rural Australia. 

  

10:20pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 

moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Elysse Morgan. 

  

10:40pm Old People's Home For Teenagers 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

In Old People's Home for Teenagers, narrated by Annabel Crabb, we see if the power of an 

intergenerational program can also transform the lives of our most vulnerable young 

Australians - teenagers. 

  

11:40pm Doc Martin 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
Martin's GMC report requires he passes three refresher courses which will decide if he is 
deemed fit to practise, starting with phlebotomy. Meanwhile, Louisa focuses on her new 
career as a child and adolescent counsellor. 
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12:30am Vanity Fair: In Which a Painter's Daughter Meets a King 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Becky works out how to live well on nothing a year, but flies too high as she joins the dizzy 
ranks of lords, ladies and kings. 

  

1:15am Vanity Fair: Endings and Beginnings 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 
Becky is lost and then she is found, but will she have a happy ending? (Final) 

  

2:05am The Durrells 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Louisa opens a new boarding house, but the arrival of a mysterious new guest places the 
villa under scrutiny. Gerry remains as devoted as ever to the island's wildlife, and 
announces his plans to open his own zoo. 

  

2:55am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music videos 

from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all time to 

surprise and entertain you for hours. 
  
4:25am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia Baird 
lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed panel plus 
revealing discussions with special guests. 

  
5:20am Sammy J 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Biting, bite-sized comedy as Sammy J and his team of troublemakers tackle the news of the 

week. 
  
5:25am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 

Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Friday, 2 September 2022 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:05am Extraordinary Escapes 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
1:00pm The School That Tried To End Racism 

(CC,Repeat,PG)Final 

2:00pm Grantchester 
(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence)Final 

3:00pm Escape From The City 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Think Tank 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

4:55pm Anh's Brush With Fame 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:25pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

A tapestry of voices with a range of opinions and viewpoints. Ellen Fanning and Julia 

Baird lead the conversations that will get the nation talking, joined by our informed 

panel plus revealing discussions with special guests. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm Gardening Australia: Spring Special 
(CC,AD) 
Costa learns about horticulture at the Zoo; Jane meets a flower-loving doctor; Tammy 
teaches care for fussy foliage plants; Josh learns about Lechenaultia; Tino pest-proofs his 
patch; Millie goes down her own garden path. 

  

8:30pm Baptiste 

(CC,AD,M,Coarse Language, Violence) 
As Julien and Zsofia investigate Far Right politician Kamilla Agoston, Emma finds a lead 
on Alex's computer that takes her and Julien to a shocking and bloody discovery. 
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9:30pm Doc Martin 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
Ruth is concerned about becoming increasingly forgetful, and is even more perturbed 
when Martin offers to perform a mini mental state examination. It confirms she is 
showing early signs of dementia.  

  

10:20pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
End your day informed and up-to-date with the best coverage of today's top stories and 
the latest news. Michael Tetlow brings you a complete snapshot of what's happening in 
the cities and suburbs, regions and rural Australia. 

  

10:35pm Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL 

(CC,Repeat,M) 
The Mad as Hell team take a boy home to his planet and come across a space lighthouse. 
The boy gets angry when they tell him they don't have enough fuel to get him home. 
They apologise and leave.  

  

11:05pm Summer Love: Jules & Tom and Jonah & Steph 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
On their annual beach holiday together, two couples discover that their friendship has 
reached its expiry date. 

  

11:35pm rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 
music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 
and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 

  

5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 
Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 
releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and fully up-to-date as Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah 

Ibrahim bring you the latest news, in-depth analysis, politics, interviews, weather, 

culture and global affairs. Plus sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from 

classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and 

special features. 

  

10:30am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,PG) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest Programmers curate a 

playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 

coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 

updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Vera: Protected 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

DCI Vera Stanhope and DS Joe Ashworth investigate the mysterious murder of David 

Kenworthy, found dead on the beach at Whitley Bay. Local arcade owner, Larry Crowe 

has a direct link to the family. 

  

2:00pm Midsomer Murders: Send In The Clowns 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

Things take a gruesome turn when Ferrabees Circus comes to town, bringing with it a 

chain of sinister clown sightings, threatening notes and dangerous circus acts. Barnaby 

has to face his fears to solve the case. (Final) 

  

3:30pm Great Southern Landscapes 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
Art lover Rachel Griffiths travels to Tower Hill in country Victoria to find the exact spot 
where Eugene Von Guerard painted his legacy painting of 1855. 
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4:00pm Spicks And Specks 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Montaigne & Luke McGregor play keepy-uppy, Steph Tisdell discusses her allergy to 
band-aids, Zan Rowe gives fashion advice to a superstar & Khan Ong tells us how to eat a 
spaghetti sandwich. Yep. It's a music quiz show. 

  

4:50pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 
business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 
regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

5:20pm David Attenborough's Conquest Of The Skies: Triumph 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G)Final 
David Attenborough concludes the story of flight, exploring the versatile flyers that 
dominate our skies - from the diverse skills of birds to the sonar-guided precision of bats. 
(Final) 

  

6:10pm Extraordinary Escapes: Prue Leith 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
Sandi Toksvig and her close friend, foodie Prue Leith, unlock the Cotswolds' ultimate 
hidden hideaways, from a luxury tree house to a minimalist and striking home of glass 
and Cotswold stone. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Death In Paradise 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence) 
New Year's Eve celebrations are cut short when a masked man stabs a woman in her 
home. Jack and the team must uncover the identity of the murderer. 

  

8:30pm 

 

*New Series  

Premiere* 

Marriage  
(CC,AD,M,Coarse Language) 
Emma and Ian are a white lower middle-class couple in their 50s, this mini-series follows 
the day-to-day tiny fury of their lives, as well as the crucial ways they need each other. 

  

9:30pm Summer Love: Jules & Tom and Jonah & Steph 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 
On their annual beach holiday together, two couples discover that their friendship has 
reached its expiry date. 

  

10:00pm Midsomer Murders: The Point Of Balance 

(CC,Repeat,M,Violence) 

Midsomer is buzzing with excitement at the arrival of the annual 'Paramount Dance 

Extravaganza'. But behind the sequins and smiles are deep running feuds and passions. 
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11:30pm Come Home 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language)Final 
Garry Boyle attacks Laura, and Marie tells Greg that she wants custody of their children 
and both consult solicitors, seeking financial help from her mother who points out that a 
court appearance will reveal Laura's father. 

  

12:30am rage Guest Programmer 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an all-

night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  
5:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
  

 


